A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF CASEWORKER TURNOVER WITHIN CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES

As every parent knows, children need stability and consistency. For children involved in the child welfare system, who often come from and continue to live in chaotic circumstances, a caseworker may be their only continuous and stable relationship. High caseworker turnover, however, disrupts continuity and stability. To address this problem, this policy paper analyzes turnover data on Texas’ child protective services (CPS) caseworkers and makes recommendations about how turnover can be reduced.

Executive Summary
Before 2008, a spate of negative publicity, legislative reform efforts, and internal restructuring combined with dropping unemployment appear to have created a “perfect storm,” severely undermining CPS’ workforce stability. And once stability was compromised, it fed on itself. High turnover led to a growing number of unfilled positions and a less experienced workforce which increased the workload for the remaining workers, begetting even more turnover. But recent trends show that things are improving. In 2008, turnover declined and workers were more satisfied with almost every aspect of CPS and their job.

Going forward, economic uncertainty and increasing unemployment rates mean that there will be fewer other job options, making individuals less likely to take a risk by quitting a good state job. The silver lining in a bad economy is that it creates a captive workforce for CPS, temporarily interrupting the self-perpetuating cycle of turnover.

But to ensure that cycle of turnover does not start up again when economic conditions improve, DFPS needs to use this window of opportunity to create a workforce that actually wants to stay.1 To create a desire to stay, studies have consistently found that professional and organizational commitments are key. Specifically, recommendations for creating a workforce that is committed child welfare work and to CPS as an organization are discussed on page 11.

In addition to engendering an overall sense of organizational and professional commitment, DFPS needs to address specific issues with respect to the front-line functional units—investigations, family based safety services (FBSS) and conservatorship (CVS). DFPS needs to establish relative pay parity among investigators, FBSS, and CVS so new workers are not self-selecting into investigations and established workers are not transferring into investigations just because of a higher salary. DFPS also needs to further refine the type of worker who is suited to an investigative position so it can identify appropriate candidates. At the same time, DFPS must recognize that investigations is a high stress position and develop ways to encourage those who burn out to consider transferring into another CPS unit, when appropriate.

Finally, caseloads for FBSS and CVS should be reduced and caseloads for investigations should be kept at a manageable level.

Analysis
How Should We Measure Turnover?
Turnover measures how often workers leave their position while vacancies measure how many appropriated full time equivalent (FTE) positions are unfilled. Although the two measures are related and affect each other, they assess...
different concepts. Turnover generally relates to workforce stability while vacancies generally relate to an organization’s recruiting effectiveness. This paper focuses primarily on turnover which is more comprehensively measures an organization’s workforce issues.

In its published reports, DFPS calculates turnover using the method required by the Legislative Budget Board (LBB), which calculates how many full time, regular employees left the agency either voluntarily or involuntarily. The LBB measure, however, is limited and does not allow for a full understanding of workforce issues and how they should be addressed.

First, the LBB measure does not provide a comprehensive view of workforce stability. From a stability perspective, turnover should include every time workers with direct case management responsibilities leave their position. This "overall turnover" would include not only workers who leave the child welfare agency but also those who transfer to different positions within the agency, either laterally or through a promotion.

After all, the child or family does not care why the worker changed, only that they now must establish a relationship with someone new, which often delays or disrupts services and the case plan. Turnover also affects families with workers who have not left. While recruiting, hiring and training new workers for the vacant positions, remaining workers must manage the cases of departing workers. This increases caseloads and reduces the time and energy spent on any individual child or family.

Second, the LBB measure does not allow insight into the different types of turnover. From an administrative perspective a certain level of turnover is unavoidable and can even be necessary. Unavoidable turnover occurs when a worker’s life circumstances change such as retirement, moving or starting a family. Necessary turnover occurs when workers who provide poor service leave either involuntarily or voluntarily. It also includes those who leave their position because they are promoted. Finally, necessary turnover may also include lateral transfers to the extent it retains effective workers within the agency that would otherwise have left.

**CPS Turnover**

This section analyzes turnover trends both within the general CPS worker population as well as within the various front-line functional units. Due to the geographic and demographic diversity in Texas, turnover trends among the various regions in Texas likely differ. Such a regional analysis, however, exceeds the scope of this policy paper. We will look at regional trends separately and if significant differences exist, we will address them in a follow up policy paper.

**Turnover Trends among CPS Workers**

Prior to 2006, DFPS did not track transfers within CPS. Accordingly, for consistency, Figure 1 shows the overall turnover rate and its various components from 2004 through 2008 for all CPS caseworkers excluding transfers within CPS.
In 2004, several high profile tragedies occurred regarding children involved with CPS. These tragedies prompted the 79th Legislature to initiate a comprehensive reform of CPS in 2005 through Senate Bill 6 (SB 6). The 80th Legislature continued the reform efforts in 2007 through Senate Bill 758 (SB 758). As Figure 1 illustrates, during this period, CPS experienced significant turnover.

After the tragedies and the accompanying negative media coverage, overall turnover increased significantly—from 29 percent in 2004 to 39 percent in 2005. After the comprehensive reforms enacted in SB 6, overall turnover increased again to 47 percent in 2006 and remained high in 2007 at 45 percent. In 2008, overall turnover declined to 39 percent, but remains much higher than in 2004.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the primary component of overall turnover is voluntary turnover, which measures those who chose to leave CPS. In 2005, voluntary turnover increased 52 percent—from 20 percent in 2004 to 31 percent in 2005. The high rate of voluntary turnover continued into 2006 at 30 percent. In 2007, the rate climbed even higher to 33 percent and then in 2008 it dropped back down to 29 percent.

Factors Contributing to Higher Turnover in 2005-2007

Part of these trends may be due to Texas’ economy. The Texas State Auditor’s Office found that during this period, as the unemployment rate declined, Texas’ overall state worker turnover rate increased. Figure 2 shows CPS turnover followed the same general trend.

This inverse relationship may exist because as unemployment decreases, job opportunities increase and the risk of changing jobs may seem less, both of which can be factors in employees voluntarily leaving an organization. But changes in the unemployment rate are not perfectly correlated to changes in voluntary turnover—in 2006 the unemployment rate decreased but the voluntary turnover rate decreased as well.

Moreover, even in years where the inverse relationship holds, it seems unlikely that changes in the unemployment rate alone cause voluntary turnover rate changes. For example, in 2005 the unemployment rate dropped about 13 percent while the voluntary turnover rate increased 52 percent. As a result, several factors likely caused voluntary turnover rate changes.

With the storm of negative media coverage regarding CPS in 2004 and 2005, many caseworkers probably felt disheartened and devalued. Caseworkers often cite such feelings as a primary reason for leaving child welfare work. Additionally, SB 6, enacted in 2005, included a mandate to privatize the majority of CPS post-investigative activities. This probably added to caseworkers’ dispirited and discouraged feelings and put them in fear of losing their jobs. But more importantly, it likely made caseworkers less committed to CPS as an organization. Low organizational commitment is an important factor in caseworker turnover. Combine this with a dropping unemployment rate, and the mass exodus from CPS is not surprising.

Although eventually the negative publicity died down and privatization was reduced to a five percent pilot project in SB 758, 2006 and 2007 saw massive internal changes at
In 2006, CPS initiated a substantial restructuring, organizing its workforce into functional units. This led to significant shuffling of personnel between the various units. In 2006, 17 percent of the caseworkers transferred between units, some more than once. At the same time, CPS increased the average number of frontline caseworkers and reduced the number of caseworkers assigned to each supervisor. As a result, there was a significant need for new supervisors, increasing the rate of caseworker to supervisor promotion from 5 percent in 2005 to 11 percent in 2006. All of these moves likely created an internal atmosphere of confusion and instability which may have further undermined organizational commitment.

Due to turnover, by 2007, significantly fewer workers had CPS tenure. Looking at the tenure of those who left, as other studies have found, the most experienced workers are least likely to voluntarily leave.

But rebuilding their experience and tenure takes time as new workers replace the experienced ones who left. This outflow of experienced workers combined with the increase in promotions (which generally affect more tenured workers) and the expansion of the overall workforce resulted in a larger proportion of the workers having a short DFPS tenure. Those with tenure of 3 years or less comprised about 52 percent of all caseworkers in 2004 versus 75 percent of all caseworkers in 2007. Studies found that those with shorter child welfare agency tenure are more likely to leave, presumably because they have not had time to develop both the organizational and professional commitment essential to retention.

Add a continued decline in the unemployment rate with the internal instability and growing proportion of short tenured workers and it is not surprising that voluntary turnover rates remained high in 2006 and 2007.

Factors Contributing to Lower Turnover In 2008

In 2008, however, the voluntary turnover rate fell. Part of this may have been due to the improvement in CPS employee attitudes and morale. In November 2001, DFPS and the Protective Services Training Institute (PSTI) began a comprehensive, longitudinal assessment (the PSTI assessment) that included job stability and satisfaction among caseworkers who completed the Basic Skills Development (BSD) training program which all new CPS workers attend. Looking at employees perceptions in 2005 compared to 2008, workers are more satisfied with their job, their workloads and the available resources and opportunities.

In addition to PSTI assessments, state agency employees participate in a Survey of Excellence (SOE) every two years. The SOE elicits employee attitudes on five dimensions: work group, accommodations (physical worker environment, pay and benefits), organizational features, information flow, and job satisfaction. The SOE echoes the PSTI assessment findings as scores in 2008 increased in every dimension as compared to 2006.
The efforts DFPS initiated in 2006 to improve recruitment and retention may have begun taking effect, including improved training, assignment of mentors for new caseworkers, introducing mobile technology for workers, and leadership and training programs for supervisors.\(^{31}\)

Attitudes and perceptions may also have improved with the legislature’s overt commitment to CPS as an ongoing entity through increasing its budget and reducing privatization to a 5 percent pilot project.\(^{32}\) This improvement in attitude and perceptions combined with rising unemployment likely contributed to the voluntary turnover rate decline in 2008.

**But Workers Are Still Comparably Dissatisfied**

The voluntary turnover rate still remains much higher as compared to 2004, indicating CPS still has work to do. Based on comparable SOE responses, CPS still lags in employee perceptions. In 2008, CPS scored lower on every dimension of the SOE as compared to DFPS as a whole and as compared to other agencies with similar missions.\(^{33}\)

Given the large proportion of short-tenured workers, it may be that CPS has not fully recovered the sense of organizational commitment lost in the recent turmoil. As organizational commitment is an important component of retention\(^{34}\), DFPS should focus on it in the future.

**Possible Contributing Factors**

**Centralization of the Hiring Process**

In 2003, the 78\(^{th}\) Legislature mandated a consolidation of the various health and human service agencies.\(^{35}\) As part of the consolidation, it eliminated the human resource departments in each agency and consolidated all administrative functions into the Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC).\(^{36}\) Prior to the consolidation, DFPS’ human resource department took care of the administrative part of the hiring process, posting job openings, conducting an initial screening of candidates and making the official job offer.

But the supervisor for the unit in which the caseworker would be assigned interviewed potential candidates and selected the one to be hired. Consolidation computerized the hiring process, and supervisors were required to do both the administrative and substantive parts of the process. This proved extremely cumbersome for supervisors especially given the large number of new hires.

So in 2006 DFPS started using centralized “Hiring Specialists” to post, recruit, interview, select and hire direct delivery staff.\(^{37}\) Although this relieved an administrative burden from supervisors, it also reduced their involvement in choosing the actual caseworker who would be working in their unit.\(^{38}\) The relationship between a supervisor and a caseworker is a crucial factor in retention.\(^{39}\) Similarly, social support from co-workers can also affect retention.\(^{40}\) Indeed, social support is so important that even in situations of a stressful job, social support helps maintain caseworkers’ attachment to the organization.\(^{41}\)

Personality and temperament as much as skill and ability can affect the relationship between a supervisor and other team members. By limiting the role of the supervisor in the hiring process, DFPS may be inhibiting the supervisor’s ability to establish a relationship with the new worker. It also loses important insight into the social dynamics of each unit and so may inadvertently be assigning workers to a unit to which they are not personally suited. This may help explain why the SOE responses indicate that team effectiveness was an area of concern for CPS in 2008.

**Recruiting Issues**

DFPS has not reduced the number of new hires (those with tenure of 1 year or less) that leave, and the proportion increased. In 2006, 20 percent of these workers left and in 2008 23 percent left.\(^{42}\) The rising rate of new workers leaving may indicate that DFPS hires candidates who are ill-suited for child welfare work.

The responses to the PSTI assessment seem to support this conclusion. Part of the assessment compares responses of those who stayed with CPS versus those who subsequently left CPS.\(^{43}\) The workers who eventually left felt less capable in almost every aspect of the job and they were less satisfied with almost every aspect of the job including
workload, advancement opportunities and organizational support.

The involuntary turnover trend seems to support this conclusion as well. If DFPS were hiring more CPS workers who were ill-suited for the job, one would expect an increase in involuntary turnover (e.g., those who were fired or dismissed). And, in fact, the involuntary turnover rate jumped from 2.5 percent in 2005 to over 4.5 percent in 2006 and remained at about 4 percent in 2007 and 2008.

DFPS has initiated several reforms aimed at improving recruitment. DFPS contracts with various state universities to pay a stipend to students in social work programs who commit to working with CPS for a specified period of time. In a 2004 national survey of child welfare agencies, more than 30 states had implemented a similar education program and 97 percent found it at least somewhat effective in improving recruitment.

DFPS is also making proactive efforts to reach potential applicants attending job fairs and speaking engagements at colleges, universities and other community venues. DFPS also contracted with Career Builder, an employment website. DFPS proactively searches its database of resumes and notifies individuals meeting desired criteria about DFPS job openings in their areas. Individuals using Career Builders can also find DFPS job openings on the website and are directed to the HHSC’s online job application portal.

Additionally, DFPS is making efforts to better identify well suited candidates. In 2006 it contracted with Performance Assessment Network (PAN) to create a pre-employment test to screen potential applicants. PAN looked at characteristics of successful CPS workers and created a test that would help identify those characteristics. The pre-employment test was subsequently validated in that individuals who scored higher on the pre-employment test also scored higher on objective performance ratings. In its interviews DFPS also uses a behavioral interview guide to assess how candidates would respond in various work situations based on past experiences.

DFPS plans to create a scenario-based skills test that will expose applicants to scenarios they will likely face in the field and will require each applicant to produce a writing sample. DFPS also plans to create a realistic job preview video so applicants have an accurate overview of the job expectations and working conditions. Studies have found that employees who had realistic, clear role expectations are more likely to have a stated intention to remain. Videos portraying a “day in the life” of a typical case worker have been found to be an effective tool for creating such expectations by helping ill-suited candidates screen themselves out.

But at the same time, DFPS has faced difficult hiring circumstances for CPS workers. As discussed above, DFPS no longer uses supervisors to hire workers into their unit but relies on hiring specialists, who are not required to have any CPS or social work experience. And with its high rate of voluntary turnover and growth in the overall workforce, DFPS has had to hire a large number of new
CPS caseworkers. As compared to 2004, in 2008 the number of new hires more than doubled from 875 to 2,146.50

As a result of this increased demand combined with the bad publicity, privatization mandate and structural reform discussed above, after 2004, working for CPS was probably not a highly attractive alternative, making it difficult to find enough highly qualified individuals.

**Failure to Engage Workers at the Outset**

The PSTI assessment indicates that for workers who leave, CPS failed to engage them at the outset of their employment.51 In the short period before the initial training began, those who subsequently left felt their supervisor, peer mentor and unit workers were less helpful in facilitating learning or creating enthusiasm for the job. This lack of connection continued through the initial training as those who completed the training but subsequently left CPS felt the trainers were less prepared and less responsive. After the initial training, the workers who eventually left continued to feel unconnected as they were less likely to feel that their supervisor, peer mentor, and unit workers facilitated learning or created enthusiasm for the job.

Some of this disengagement may reflect that workers who left are simply ill-suited to child welfare work as discussed above. But it may also demonstrate that first impressions matter and if CPS fails to engage workers at the beginning of their employment, it may never get the opportunity to do so later.

**Supervisor Effectiveness**

As discussed above, a strong, supportive relationship between caseworkers and their immediate supervisors is essential for retention. In recognition of this important relationship, DFPS worked with the National Staff Development and Training Association and American Public Human Services Association (APHSA) to develop a supervisor training toolkit designed to increase the effectiveness of new front-line supervisors.52

In addition to its supervisor training, since August 2007 Casey Family Programs has funded and partnered with APHSA to strengthen CPS leadership through a structured organizational continuous improvement methodology. From October, 2007 to May 2008 Casey worked with the Harris County conservatorship department which had experienced exceptionally high turnover. Then in May and June of 2008 Casey and APHSA provided leadership training and teambuilding support to leadership teams in the three regions that had new regional directors. DFPS felt that subsequent improvements in morale, communication, and leadership were so profound that it has since expanded the project to include all nine regional leadership teams.

Both the PSTI assessment and SOE responses show that scores on supervisor effectiveness improved. But supervisor effectiveness still remains an issue as caseworkers who left CPS felt their supervisor was less of a resource and that they received less guidance and emotional support as compared to caseworkers who stayed.
Salaries and Turnover

No clear consensus exists regarding whether or how pay affects child welfare worker turnover. In Texas, CPS minimum entry salary increased since 2006. The entry level salary was $28,740 in 2006 for all caseworkers compared to $35,202 for an investigator and $31,640 for other caseworkers in 2008. But despite these increases, both the SOE responses and the PSTI assessment indicate that CPS workers are less satisfied with pay in 2008 as compared to 2006. There is some basis for their dissatisfaction. The HHSC 2010-2011 consolidated budget report finds that average protective service worker salary is $34,216 versus a comparable market salary of $39,669.

But the PSTI assessment suggests that pay does not directly cause caseworkers to leave. Those who stay at CPS are just as dissatisfied with their pay as those who leave. CPS workers have a difficult job and, as a result, they may never feel adequately compensated for their efforts. But child welfare workers generally do not enter the field for the money. Instead, they choose the work so they can make a difference in people’s lives. This may help explain why workers appear dissatisfied with their pay but generally do not leave CPS because of it.

Although low salaries do not seem to be a direct force driving CPS workers to leave, they may still indirectly affect turnover. To some extent, salary reflects how much an organization values an employee. As a result, a low salary may make caseworkers feel CPS does not value their work and effort which may reduce caseworkers’ organizational commitment.

Functional Unit Turnover

In 2006, DFPS initiated a substantial administrative restructuring, dividing and reorganizing CPS' direct delivery staff into various functional units including investigations, FBSS and CVS. Investigators determine whether to substantiate the initial allegation of abuse or neglect, whether the family needs ongoing services and whether the child should be removed from the parent.

For families receiving ongoing services, FBSS workers manage cases where the child has not been removed, while CVS workers manage cases where the child has been removed and is in DFPS custody.

Investigations and CVS had the highest overall turnover rate (which does include transfers within CPS) in 2006. But over time, the overall turnover rate for investigations and CVS declined, while overall turnover for FBSS remained relatively flat, so that in 2008, the overall turnover rate for all the functional units was essentially the same.

But the various components of overall turnover for the functional units are different, revealing different workforce issues within each.

Investigations

All investigative workers receive a $5,000/year stipend not paid to other CPS workers. Additionally, the average daily investigative caseload fell from 34.7 in 2006 to 21.9 in 2008—a 37 percent decline. Concurrently, the average daily FBSS caseload remained stable at about 20.3 and the average daily CVS caseload declined from 44.5 to 37.3—a 16 percent decline. But despite higher pay and
a greater reduction in caseloads, investigative workers seem to be more unhappy with their work.

As the Figure 7 illustrates, investigators are more likely to voluntarily leave as compared to FBSS and CVS workers. Indeed, investigative voluntary turnover has not improved since 2006. In 2008 it was 33 percent—the same rate as in 2006.

Unfortunately, neither the PSTI assessment nor the SOE responses provide scores based on functional units so we lack direct evidence regarding investigators’ attitudes. But investigations is a difficult job. It is intense and can involve dangerous and volatile family situations and work after hours or on the weekends. And given that investigators make the decision about whether to remove the child, their interaction with the family can be combative and adversarial. As a result, investigators may experience more stress and emotional exhaustion compared to FBSS and CVS workers. Emotional exhaustion consistently predicts an intention to leave in caseworkers, which may help explain the higher rate.

Part of the problem may also be a difficulty in finding candidates who are well suited to the position. Investigators are almost twice as likely to be fired or dismissed as compared to FBSS and CVS workers.

Given the job description, those with a law enforcement or criminal justice background might seem well-suited for the position. But both DFPS’ recent experiences and academic research show that this is not the case. As part of its attempt to improve investigations, DFPS hired "special investigators" with a law enforcement background. The turnover for these individuals, however, has been even higher than that for regular investigators. As a result, DFPS centralized the special investigators into a special unit that does not carry an actual caseload but acts in a consulting role. DFPS’ experience conforms to academic research finding that assigning investigations to law enforcement personnel generally did not improve outcomes.
Those with an interest in social work also may not be suited to investigations. Traditional social work focuses on establishing ongoing relationships with families and children to improve outcomes. It also involves a collaborative effort working with families on a long-term basis to identify and resolve their underlying problems. For those looking for such work, investigations may not be a good fit because investigations focuses on a short-term assessment of risk to a child often in an intense and adversarial circumstance.

In addition to the problem of finding well-suited candidates, the financial disparity between investigations, on the one hand, and FBSS and CVS, on the other hand, may actually entice potential candidates better suited to an FBSS or CVS position to self-select into investigations. With the stipend, in 2008, an entry level FBSS or CVS worker makes $31,640 and an entry level investigator makes $35,202 – an 11 percent difference. Once in investigations, those ill-suited may still be less likely to transfer into another CPS position even though it may better meet their needs and skills because of the attendant loss of the $5,000 stipend. And, in fact, investigators are much less likely than FBSS or CVS workers to transfer within CPS. In 2008, less than 4 percent of investigators transferred to another CPS unit while almost 10 percent of FBSS workers and almost 12 percent of CVS workers transferred.

FBSS and CVS

FBSS workers seem most satisfied with their job. As illustrated in Figure 7, they have the lowest level of voluntary turnover and as illustrated above, a lower level of transfers within CPS (as compared to CVS). They also have the lowest caseload. In 2008, they had a caseload of 20.3 compared to a CVS caseload of 37.3 and an investigative caseload of 21.9. In addition to their lower caseload, the cases they handle may be less complex than CVS cases. As the child has not been removed, the families’ problems are arguably less difficult than those in
CVS. Additionally, the lack of court involvement means FBSS workers have less paperwork to complete and do not have to attend or testify at court hearings.

But the voluntary turnover rate for FBSS is increasing.

Given the limitations of the PSTI assessment and the SOE, we lack direct evidence regarding FBSS worker attitudes. But a greater proportion of newly opened cases are being referred to FBSS. Seventy-seven percent of newly opened cases in 2008 went to FBSS versus 67 percent in 2006. Given this trend, cases which previously would have been deemed difficult enough to warrant removal likely are now being handled in FBSS instead. If so, the average FBSS case is more complex so that even with caseloads remaining stable, the overall workload for an FBSS worker actually increased. This may help explain the increase in voluntary turnover.

With the increased workload, FBSS workers may also feel that they cannot adequately support and supervise their cases, which puts the children in these families at an increased risk of harm. As a result, workers may choose to leave CPS rather than take the risk that a child on their caseload will be harmed because they did not have adequate resources to do their job. Although the PSTI assessment does not look at FBSS workers specifically, the general responses do indicate that workers who leave CPS felt they had fewer resources to do an adequate job as compared to those that stay.

With respect to CVS, historically, a fairly direct relationship exists between caseloads and voluntary turnover. CVS caseloads declined 16 percent from 2006 to 2008 and during that same time CVS voluntary turnover declined 10 percent. As with investigators and FBSS workers, there is no direct evidence of CVS worker attitudes. But given their ongoing involvement with the courts, CVS workers have the heaviest paperwork burden. As a result, when caseloads are high, CVS workers may not be able to do real social work because they must spend all their time completing paperwork and complying with administrative requirements. Lower caseloads reduce the paperwork load and allow CVS workers to spend more time helping families and children. A study of New York caseworkers seems to confirm the paperwork/turnover connection as it found lower turnover in areas where workers spent more time on direct services and less time on paperwork. But transfers from CVS remained high at about 12 percent in 2008, an increase from 2007. A similar trend exists in FBSS which had a transfer rate of about 10 percent in 2008, up from about 9 percent in 2007. To the extent these intra-unit transfers retain effective CVS or FBSS workers who otherwise would have left CPS, they may constitute necessary turnover. But there is a cost. The transfers disrupt services to families and children as it takes time for a new worker to learn the family’s history and establish the necessary relationships. The transfers also seem to deplete FBSS and CVS of their most experienced workers. In 2008, almost 10 percent of FBSS workers and almost 12 percent of CVS workers with more than 3 years of experience transferred into other units.
Perhaps most troubling are the transfers into investigations. In 2008, almost 5 percent of FBSS workers and almost 5 percent of CVS workers transferred into investigations.

As discussed above, investigations can be a difficult job that may not be compatible with those interested in the more traditional social work activities involved with FBSS and CVS. As a result, the transfers into investigations may not be keeping workers who would otherwise leave. Instead, the transfers may be prompted by the $5,000 stipend for investigators. If so, such transfers are unnecessarily disruptive.

**Recommendations**

1. **Establish Relative Pay Parity among Investigations, FBSS, and CVS**

   As discussed above, the pay disparity with investigations may be a factor contributing to turnover. Although pay parity is not a legislative mandate, DFPS must ensure that caseworkers and supervisors not in investigations "are paid appropriately to increase employee retention." One way to do so is to create a stipend for FBSS and CVS caseworkers and supervisors that would make their overall compensation comparable to investigations.

   Providing a $5,000 stipend to FBSS and CVS workers and direct supervisors would cost roughly $11.9 million per year or $23.8 million for the biennium, using the average number of FBSS and CVS workers in 2008 and the current supervisor to worker ratio of 5:1 for FBSS and 6:1 for CVS.

   One way to fund this stipend is through the $26.9 million exceptional item in DFPS' legislative appropriations request (LAR). Currently, DFPS plans to use the requested money for a $3,000 recruiting bonus for all new workers and a $3,000 retention bonus that would be available to all workers after they work at CPS at least one year. But as currently structured, it would significantly favor new workers, who would receive $6,000 for their first two years of service as compared to long tenured workers who would only receive $3,000 for their many years of service. Perversely, this sends a message that CPS does not reward long-term organizational commitment and may actually result in an increase in turnover among long-tenured staff. As a result, the requested money would be better spent funding a comparable stipend for FBSS and CVS so there is relative pay parity among all the front-line functional units.

   But any stipend, including those for investigations, should not be paid until a new worker successfully completes initial training. Once completed, the worker should receive only part of the stipend with additional amounts paid every year. For example, with a $5,000 stipend, after completing initial training, the worker should receive a $2,500 stipend for the remainder of the first year. During the second year, the stipend would be increased to $4,000 and then again to $5,000 for the third year and beyond. This should achieve the same results for new hires as intended with the retention and recruitment bonuses and still adequately reward those with long-tenure. Paying the stipends on a graduated basis will also reduce the initial cost.

2. **Encourage Retention among Investigators through Non-Monetary Means**

   DFPS should focus on ways to build investigators’ organizational commitment as historical trends demonstrate that simply paying investigators more money does not seem to fully solve the turnover problem.

   - **Better Identify Individuals Suited to Investigations**

   The first step in building organizational commitment is finding the right person for the job. To do so, DFPS must further refine its efforts to identify candidates suited to investigations without simply focusing on those with a law enforcement or social work background. The current pre-employment screening test and behavioral interview guide, predicated on identifying good candidates for social work, may not be useful for identifying good candidates for investigations. DFPS needs to adapt these tools to the reality of investigations as different from traditional social work. DFPS should also create a specialized "day in the
life” video for investigators as well as an investigator-based scenario skills test.

- **Educational Stipends for Investigators**
  DFPS should invest in investigators’ professional development. For example, DFPS could encourage and support investigators’ pursuit of additional education. Currently, DFPS cannot as its educational stipend program receives federal money that can only be used for post-investigation positions. But in the LAR, DFPS requested $10.6 million to fund educational stipends for investigators and other DFPS workers. By using state money to extend to the program to investigators, it should help investigators feel CPS invests in their professional development which, in turn, should increase investigators’ organizational commitment to CPS. Providing educational stipends for investigators will also help fulfill the statutory mandate that DFPS provide incentives for investigators.

- **Create an Internal Career Path for Investigators**
  Even with better recruitment, investigations may have a higher rate of burnout due to the stress inherent in the position. The higher burnout potential in investigations should be addressed in workers’ initial training with education about different possible career paths at CPS after investigations. Supervisors should also identify workers burning out with investigations but who still may be suited to other CPS work and counsel them about opportunities in other CPS units. This process should be easier with the pay parity discussed in Recommendation 1, which will eliminate the financial disincentive for investigators to transfer within CPS.

3. **Improve All Workers’ Organizational Commitment**
   - **Greater Involvement of Supervisors in the Hiring Process**
     DFPS centralized the hiring process to alleviate supervisors’ administrative burden. The centralization may do more harm than good. Although centralization can improve efficiency and uniformity, it can also alienate front-line workers.

DFPS should find an appropriate approach that centralizes administrative tasks such as selecting the pool of candidates for a position but leaves hiring decision for a particular unit to the unit supervisor. This will create additional work for supervisors. But supervisors’ units have become smaller so they should have more time to hire than in 2006 when the hiring specialists were introduced. It also will make the hiring process less streamlined but in return, it should improve the fit between new workers and their assigned unit which will make it easier to engage workers at the outset. It should also make front-line staff feel more involved and so increase their overall organizational commitment. If so, this will help reduce turnover, and the resulting cost savings should more than offset any additional administrative costs.

- **Expand Casey Family Program’s Project to Include Supervisors**
  Currently, some supervisors are being included in some aspects of the Casey leadership program in some regions. DFPS should look for ways to expand supervisors’ participation as a supplement to its other training since the leadership program has shown significant promise in improving morale, communication, and leadership, all of which are essential elements in reducing turnover.

- **Create an Expedited Certification Process for More Qualified Candidates**
  CPS employs all new hires at an entry level Child Protective Services Worker II position, regardless of their education or background. To advance to the next position, they must be “certified” through PSTI based on specific requirements for experience, training, and performance. It takes a minimum of 18 months to qualify for certification. To attract and retain workers with advanced degrees or social work or other relevant experience, CPS should create an expedited advancement track for such candidates.
• **Raise Public Awareness about Positive CPS Outcomes**

The National Governor’s Association (NGA) Center for Best Practices recently released an issue brief regarding actions governors can take to build a strong child welfare system. One of their recommendations was for governors to encourage public support for workers.

Most of the general public lacks experience with the child welfare system. As a result, they only get information about the system from news stories which inevitably report on the flaws and failures of the system and its workers. But those who actually work in the system know a multitude of stories where a social worker’s efforts transformed the lives of children and families for the better. These stories should be shared as well so workers feel acknowledged in their communities for the work they do and are proud to be associated with CPS.

The Governor, HHSC commissioner, DFPS commissioner, CPS assistant commissioner and other high ranking public officials should use their media contacts to inform the public about how workers often go above and beyond to help families and children and the positive outcomes they often achieve. Articles could depict a day in the life of a CPS worker or highlight CPS’ most successful and dedicated workers. Or DFPS can create a video to promote caseworkers good work and share it with the public like Alabama has done.

• **Increase CPS Salaries**

The first priority with respect to salaries should be to achieve the pay parity discussed in Recommendation 1. But to the extent possible, overall salaries should be increased as well so that all caseworkers feel that CPS appropriately values their work.

4. **Keep Investigators’ Caseloads Manageable**

Given the nature of investigations, it likely will always have higher turnover and a less experienced workforce. Consequently, DFPS must keep caseloads to a manageable level so that even less experienced workers have time to properly assess a case. In 2006 with an average investigative caseload of 34.7, 22 percent of alleged victims with a case disposition had their case closed as unconfirmed because the investigator could not complete the investigation. By 2008, despite the relatively high turnover in investigations, with an average caseload of 21.9, only 14 percent of alleged victims with a case disposition had their case closed as unconfirmed because the investigator could not complete the investigation.

In its LAR, DFPS requested $1.7 million for two new investigative units, which translates into 10 investigators. As DFPS projects continued growth in the next two years in the number of reports assigned to investigators, the new investigators are necessary to maintain investigator caseloads at 22.3, slightly above the average caseload in 2008.

5. **Lower FBSS and CVS Caseloads**

As the recent NGA issue brief acknowledges, lower caseloads help workers have more time to interact with and provide services to children and families. As a result, caseworkers feel more fulfilled in their job which leads to greater professional and organizational commitment.

The Texas legislature acknowledges that reducing caseloads is important but past legislative sessions focused on investigations. Improving investigative outcomes, however, is only the first step. To ensure that the gains made through improved investigations persist as a case progresses through FBSS or CVS, caseloads in these areas also must be reduced. In its LAR, DFPS requested $21.2 million to fund additional FTEs to reduce FBSS and CVS caseloads.

• **FBSS**

While the average number of cases an FBSS worker handles remains stable, in terms of actual work, the effective caseload may have increased. This may drive more FBSS workers to leave CPS rather than risk that a child on their caseload will be harmed because they did not have adequate resources to do their job.

In its LAR, DFPS requested funds for 10 new FBSS units, which translates into 50 new workers. In doing so, DFPS projects that the average FBSS caseload will fall to 17.1 by 2011. This should help FBSS workers better manage the
growing complexity of the cases they handle and, thereby, help reduce FBSS voluntary turnover and improve outcomes for families and children.

- **CVS**

Although the number of children in DFPS custody recently declined, it is unclear whether this trend will continue, especially given the economic downturn. As more families slip into poverty, they become more likely to become involved in the child welfare system so the trend may slow or reverse.

But even if the number of children in DFPS custody remained relatively flat, CVS caseloads are too high and above recommended standards. Caseloads need to be reduced to keep paperwork manageable, allowing CVS workers to focus on helping and providing services to children and their families.

DFPS requested funding for 17 new CVS units which translates into 102 new workers. DFPS forecasts that the additional workers will help reduce caseloads to 29.6 by 2011. Based on historical trends, this reduction in caseloads should help to further reduce CVS turnover. With smaller caseloads and lower turnover, CVS workers can spend more time finding permanent homes for the children in DFPS care.

**6. Hire Ahead Of Vacancies**

As part of the reform efforts in 2005, the legislature required DFPS “hire ahead” or to start its recruiting process in anticipation of a vacancy rather than waiting until the worker actually leaves. For example, if it is likely that a caseworker will be promoted to supervisor, DFPS should recruit for that position before the promotion so that when the caseworker actually leaves, a new caseworker immediately steps into the position. It is like keeping a lake full at all times—there needs to be an extra store of water that can instantly add to the lake when the water level is low. But such a strategy can only work if the lake is reasonably full. In other words, when vacancy rates are very high, the agency is left constantly filling vacant positions and cannot effectively hire ahead.

Due to high turnover, difficult recruiting circumstances and a significant increase in appropriated FTEs, DFPS had a high vacancy rate in recent years. But as turnover improved, vacancy rates improved as well from six percent in 2006 to three percent in 2008. Assuming that the economic downturn and continued reform efforts further reduce CPS turnover and vacancies, DFPS can begin to hire ahead.

To truly hire ahead, however, DFPS would need to start the recruiting process several months before a position becomes vacant because caseworkers do not carry any cases until after completing the 3 month initial training program and thereafter do not immediately carry a full caseload. As a result, such a program would require additional appropriations as CPS would pay the salary of both the old worker and the new worker for some period of time. The “hire ahead” statute recognizes the need for additional appropriations, requiring DFPS to hire ahead only “to the extent that funding is available.”

**Conclusion**

With the current economic uncertainty, DFPS should capitalize on a captive workforce to create caseworkers who want to stay at CPS. It should build a commitment to child welfare work and CPS as an organization and address the specific issues within each functional unit. In doing so, it can help prevent the turnover cycle from beginning anew when economic conditions improve.

**Casey Family Programs**

This policy page was underwritten in part through funding by Casey Family Programs, whose mission is to provide and improve—and ultimately to prevent the need for—foster care. Established by UPS Founder Jim Casey in 1966, the foundation provides direct services and promotes advances in child welfare practice and policy. To learn more, visit www.casey.org. The opinions expressed in this policy brief, however, are those of the Center for Public Policy Priorities and do not necessarily reflect the views of Casey Family Programs.
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